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full.

Today in luxury:

The fur industry is fighting back

In 2019, luxury brands and retailers disavowed fur. Prada, Phillip Lim, Farfetch and Macy's, among others, joined an
expanding group of industry leaders that already included Chanel, Burberry and Yoox Net-A-Porter Group in
removing real animal fur from production and sales floors, per Vogue Business.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue Business

The creative director of Montblanc says high-end brands no longer define what luxury means for the consumer and
that's a good thing

Luxury just isn't what it used to be and that might be a good thing. At a November event in New York City, Montblanc
creative director Zaim Kamal spoke with Business Insider about the changing look and concepts behind luxury in
2019, per Business Insider.

Click here to read the entire article on Business Insider

Czech this out: Luxury is flourishing in Prague

Surging Chinese tourism and a resilient local economy is making Prague a promising new hotbed of luxury
consumption, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Fiat Chrysler and Peugeot to merge into $46B automaker
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PSA Group and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV agreed to combine to create the world's fourth-biggest carmaker, as the
manufacturers prepare to shoulder the costly investments in new technologies transforming the industry, reports
Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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